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The impressive analytical depth of this volume stems from a joint effort involving scholars associated to the Refugee Research and Outreach Network (ROR-n) to compile and interpret data generated by a pilot study funded by the Austrian Academy of Sciences (ÖAW) and led by the Institute for Urban and Regional Research (ISR) and the Institute for Social Anthropology (ISA) - two of ROR-n’s many associated research institutes.

Most of the refugees in the world come from the Middle East and Central Eurasia, and most forced migrants in Europe also come from this region (SCHIOCCHET, 2016; 2017a). The so-called Summer of Refuge, when unprecedented numbers of forced migrants applied for asylum in Europe in summer 2015, made this fact apparent from Portugal to the Balkan Peninsula. This edited volume contributes with in-depth qualitative data on forced migration from the Middle East and Central Eurasia to Europe, by means of discussing how Syrian, Iraqi and Afghan refugees reached Austria and relate to this regional and urban context. The research presented here focuses on the unique moment of the first experiences of these refugees in Austria, which is essential to understanding the development of the interaction between refugee and host over time.
This “presentist” (George Stocking Jr, 1968) outlook from the point of view of the victims of displacement is also in tune with established and contemporary scholarship on memory and agency (Halbwachs, 1992; Sayigh 1998; Radstone, 2000; Sa’adi & Abu-Lughod, 2007; Tedlock, 2009; Passerini, 2014). Thus, the importance of this timely contribution can hardly be overstated.

Europe is in dire need of a reexamination of attitudes towards forced migration, and Austria is no exception. One term in particular always comes to mind when such attitudes are considered, either relating to the host society or to refugees and asylum seekers: integration. But what is integration? What are its conditions of possibility? How is it mobilised as discourse and practice? And, what does it leave out of the picture, if anything?

These are some of the most pressing questions posed by the arrival of large numbers of refugees to Europe during the summer of 2015, dubbed in Europe “the Summer of Migration”. This volume is a report on a pilot study conducted by researchers of the Refugee Outreach & Research Network (ROR-n), investigating the attitudes of Syrian, Iraqi, and Afghan asylum seekers and refugees in Austria. Yet, it is also a timely effort to address the above-mentioned questions through first-hand data and state of the art theoretical-methodological approaches. Each chapter addresses integration, or rather, what I prefer to call “the encounter” between refugees and their hosts, by exploring different aspects, nuances, and diverse transdisciplinary competences.

I use the term “encounter” to challenge assumptions entailed by the term integration in a similar way that Lieba Faier and Lisa Roefel engage with the term: “These ethnographies explore how culture-making occurs through unequal relationships involving two or more groups of people and things that appear to exist in culturally distinct worlds. The term encounter refers to everyday engagements across difference. Ethnographies of encounter focus on the cross-cultural and relational dynamics of these processes” (2014: 363).

Yet, my discussion emphasises instead the meeting between migrants, forced or otherwise, and their hosts (Schiocchet, 2017b). My point is not to discredit the importance of the concept of integration in general, only to suggest that encounter is more suitable as an academic tool to investigate how different worldviews influence each other upon contact, which in turn does not take for granted the normative imperative of fitting one to the other standards. While integration remains an important policy tool, academics should first investigate the encounter at large and only then seek answers to integrating policies. This more holistic standpoint, in turn, gears the discussion on the topic toward what Noel Salazar and Alan Smart called (im)mobility (Salazar & Smart, 2011). However, while Salazar and Smart rightfully stress the importance of physical immobility when considering refugees, my focus is on the experience on immobility. As I develop elsewhere, refugees — obliged to cross borders rather than stay at their places of origin, living in overcrowded shelters, and serving as easy prey for war machines
surrounding them – often do not feel mobile but immobile even when jumping country-to-country and continent-to-continent (SCHIOCCHET, 2017a).

Thus, in this introductory chapter, I will familiarise the reader with the chapters and with how each has engaged the current literature on refugees and migrants to, in one way or another, deal with integration. This in turn will highlight the theoretical-methodological foundations of the contributions in relation to the contemporary challenges of migration and forced migration studies. In this sense, I argue that this edited volume grappled with the interface between integration and what I call encounter, offering pioneering insight into the intersection between the academic study of forced migration and policy. Finally, I contend that the refugee voices heard in this book at large suggest that the encounter between refugees and Austria and Austrians is best understood through the lens of tutelage. The concept of tutelage, in turn, has been only rarely applied to the anthropological understanding of refugees, and more often to the study of indigenous minorities (PAINE, 1980; DYCK, 1991; LIMA, 1995, 2008; PALMÉ & STEWART, 2016) or international legal regimes over given territories and their populations (GOERTZ & DIEHL, 1992; ALSTON & MACDONALD, 2008; BERMAN, 2011). The sections below will present and critically engage the chapters through key topics highlighted in this edited volume, before presenting my own general conclusion about the encounter and tutelage.

1 Nation-State, Democracy & Humanity

While most contributors to this volume are anthropologists, political scientist Monika MOKRE is an exception. MOKRE’s interest in broad questions regarding the Austrian nation-state competencies as informed by democratic principles and liberal notions of humanity, is an ideal point from which to depart in exploring this volume, before focusing more directly on forced migrants themselves and their attitudes toward Austria. To her, Austria is today a “split society”, productive of the Welcome Culture and concomitantly engaged in border closures. Inasmuch as this apparent inconsistency seems new today, it is only the latest iteration in a series that seem to follow a global pattern, which the specialised literature she mobilises makes evident. As can be deduced from her account, sustaining this inconsistency are democratic values coupled with fears of identity loss and the wellbeing of the rule of law. Integration, thus, is at once valued and discredited.

Questioning how refugees can integrate and be integrated, supported by Charles TAYLOR (1992), she argues that liberal egalitarian principles are based on an understanding of human dignity that is in turn dependent on autonomy, understood as the ability of each person to determine for themselves a view of their preferred life. Egalitarianism, or equality, along with a respect for human dignity, are notoriously difficult to uphold regarding vulnerable subjects, particularly when the state overstretches its capabilities.
Thus, Mokre argues that it is against this background that refugee policies should be considered. She reminds us that the rule of law as presupposition of democracy must apply also to non-citizens in a given territory, as evidenced in Article Six of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law” (1948). This reflects global North’s liberal-inspired moral requirement of respecting human dignity.

Yet, Mokre claims that, perhaps despite these liberal principles, integration depends not only on individual autonomy, but also on collective cohesion, which in turn has external and internal dimensions. In the democratic global North, the external dimension is usually citizenship, which works as an apparatus of inclusion just as much as of exclusion. The internal dimension, in turn, is based on trust and loyalty to the state and fellow citizens, although not necessarily equating to political decision making. In this way, refugees are also non-citizens, subject to laws that they are excluded from shaping. This observation is in line with both classic works such as Liisa Malkki (1995) and Michel Agier (2008), and cutting-edge works such as those of Ilana Feldman & Miriam Ticktin (2010), Didier Fassin (2012), and Michel Agier (2012), which emphasise that in the national/humanitarian order of the world, citizenship is a precondition of full human rights. According to Mokre’s argument, integration is often taken as condition of possibility for refugees to become citizens of a given host state, being thus the external (inclusionary/exclusionary) dimension of collective cohesion that which defines their condition. I suggest this means that refugees are subject to a social contract they cannot negotiate, which brings us to the principle of tutelage. According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, “tutelage” means “an act of action of guarding or protecting (...) the state of being under a guardian or tutor (...) the right of power of a tutor over a pupil (...) dependence (...) a determining influence exerted over an individual by a person, school, or movement” (Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, 1986, p. 2470). That is, under tutelage, a subject or population considered not to have the full capacity to make its own decisions and is governed by another party that acts as its benefactor. Supported by liberal principles or not, tutelage exists as much in liberal democratic societies as it does in other forms of political organisation. Insofar as refugees do not decide their own fate and do not participate in shaping the policies affecting them, they are by definition under tutelage.

To Mokre, being informed of the rule of law in a nation-state by its competent officials and courts, including rights, legal status, and the consequences of subject’s decisions, has an important impact on human dignity, and consequently on the liberal and democratic principles of places such as Austria. This is valid not only for citizens of such nation-states, but also refugees and other non-citizens. It is thus significant that, according to her, 30% of the interviewees in the research presented in this volume expressed having good knowledge of their legal situation. Yet, more than 25% expressed having inadequate knowledge of their legal situation in Austria, often being “extremely confused” and “traumatised”. While the research also revealed that informal networks of refugees and asylum seekers help to spread legal knowledge in Austria, this is a
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The duty of the state, as it is part of the necessary information to enforce the rule of law, but also to foster human dignity and, more to the point, encourage integration. Besides knowledge of legal procedures, access to education (including learning the national language(s)), healthcare and the labour market are also necessary components to the successful integration of refugees. In this sense, the research presented here also reveals that the Austrian policies in this regard were often insufficient.

I would like to suggest that the negative experiences of refugees vis-à-vis their integration must be first be analysed against the background of the generalised confusion and trauma many face already due to the flight and its causes, and not only a host country’s inadequate refugee policies. Yet, it is also necessary that the host state takes into consideration these difficulties when devising refugee policies. That is, by the same token, refugees’ difficulties in integrating cannot be considered the fault of the refugees’, and a successful refugee policy cannot rely on total integration, but must instead take into consideration some measure of failure in this regard, and create or strengthen support mechanisms to cope with this reality. To simply reject this “failed” contingent by deporting them from national territory entails considering refugees in the plenitude of their capacities as subjects. This, in turn, is in direct contradiction with both the principles of tutelage and respect for human dignity.

Meaningfully, the interviewees also see the Austrian state in a more positive light than the institutions, such as national and international NGOs, with which they interact routinely. They also trust the rule of law, emphasised by representations of their country of origin as corrupt. Overall, the vast majority of them have highly positive perception of Austria and the Austrians, which Mökre suggests could be associated to the days of Welcome Culture prevalent when most first arrived that later turned into the “walls’ up policy” (MÖKRE 2016). Mökre’s chapter, as others in this volume, suggests that most negative assessments of Austria, in turn, were related to feelings of disenfranchisement, rather than having been already in place prior to the refugees’ arrival in Austria. Disenfranchisement, of course, is the flip coin of integration. This therefore suggests that to avoid such feelings and the actions they may provoke, integration may be more efficient than deportation, for while deportation may drive away individuals only after they are identified as troublesome or potentially so, integration should prevent subjects of becoming troublesome in first place. Furthermore, Mökre’s chapter also suggests that when integration policies are extreme as to be perceived as assimilation instead, refugees tend to resent and resist such policies. As a refugee she quotes stated: “It’s about respect for for yourself and for people itself” – which incidentally is in line with the principle of respect for dignity that constitutes an underpinning of democracy. This supports Mökre’s proposition that growing fears of outsiders and xenophobia in Austria pose a major threat to refugees, and I would suggest, to democracy in Austria at large.

Likewise, Mökre states that based on international conventions, EU law, national legislation and action plans, but also on the principles of liberal democracy, it is necessary to improve structures and procedures relating to asylum and refugee law in
Austria and Europe in general. In particular, knowledge about legal statuses, procedures and rights should be communicated to the refugees, regardless of their mother language. Since migration, forced or otherwise, is a strong element shaping contemporary European societies and will likely remain so for decades to come, social cohesion can only be enhanced by providing newcomers the conditions of possibility for autonomous participation.

2 On Integration

Josef Kohlbacher’s chapter in this volume stresses the importance of timing. The data collection itself meant to produce timely information about one of the most controversial themes of our times, especially in Europe. However, Kohlbacher also brings to the fore a less evident need to capture the displaced subjects’ own first impressions of their flight, and of the contact with Austria, Austrians, and those involved in the process of flight and settlement in a foreign country, being police officers, NGO representatives, case workers, language tutors and others. Looking at this first phase of displacement is as important as looking at protracted situations, and comparing both can shed light on the diachronic development of the displacement process.

“Integration” and “cultural” and “interethnic contact” are privileged theoretical-methodological sites for such a study. To Kohlbacher, integration is a multidimensional process in which social actors – refugees and others – have flexible roles. Moreover, integration plays out in two main domains. The first, “structural integration”, is characterised by relations between refugees and the national administrative apparatus of the host state. The second, “social integration”, is characterised in turn by informal ties between refugees and the host society. Structural integration affects access to labour and housing markets, social welfare, and regulates the formal status of the refugees in a given country. Social integration – also often called “acculturation” – in turn, is the process through which refugees or migrants develop identities and practices relative to their new context.

Kohlbacher rightfully avoids the many known shortcomings of the language of “acculturation” and focuses on the more dynamic and less normative concept of “social integration” instead. Social integration is thus, according to him, the process of inclusion of migrants (whether forced or not) within the system of relations and statuses of the receiving society, which entails developing feelings of belonging and identification. Throughout his chapter, he also rightfully acknowledges that “integration” must not be confused with “assimilation”, and that “integration” does not require the effacement of social, cultural, religious, or ethnic beliefs and practices, as frequently entailed by the language of “assimilation” and “acculturation”. While it is possible to have any combination of high and low degree of structural and social integration, the social
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dimension is essential to a successful integration. Finally, KOHLBACHER is also aware that the notion of integration itself often carries the same assumptions of those of “acculturation” and “assimilation”, as it may be understood as impositions on migrants to fit in, as opposed to an indicator of the wellbeing of the relationship between migrants and the host society. Conversely, his less normative and more dynamic definition, which he critically engages through qualitative content analysis, network theory, and Bourdieu’s concept of “social capital”, remains a useful tool to both scholars and policy makers in understanding the processes of coping with displacement and relocation, and their psychosocial effects. KOHLBACHER focuses his contribution on the analysis of modes of social interaction of refugees in Austria and the structure of these relationships, and on developing a working concept of integration. However, it is also important to note the polyvocality associated with concept of integration, as it has been used by scholars, state agents, international organisations, the media, and others, in radically different ways. An equally important and complementary methodological strategy for social anthropologists must be to understand how one particular definition or another affects the lives of refugees, prior to defining a sociological category of its own right. Such specific definitions can be, for example, that of the host state that defines policies, the working definition of the UN, imprinting ideological value to the notion, or that relating to the refugees’ own expectations.

KOHLBACHER convincingly argues that social integration is a process of change, involving both “weak” and “strong ties” among the wide range of social actors mentioned above, and that the initial contact is of foremost importance in terms of “attitude-shaping” of both the displaced and the host, through both institutional and interpersonal interaction. This perspective is supported by an established literature on interpersonal interaction and interethic contact in the social sciences and humanities (GOFFMAN 1963, 1967; OLIVEIRA 1964; BARTH 1969; GADAMER 2004). “Weak ties” reflect thin, feeble connections, while “strong ties” are durable and deep in character. KOHLBACHER states that the data analysed points to the fact that weak ties among forced migrants and other social actors in Austria were proven to play a considerable role in leading to strong ties, hence having a positive effect on integrating the foreigners into the host country. Informal social contact between the forced migrants and the established community were of vital importance in this process, and are particularly relevant for the refugees’ integration, and reflected in the establishment of sustainable networks, attitude-shaping about refugees and by refugees about Austria, and other processes of social and structural integration. Thus, KOHLBACHER proposes using the concept of “bridging” alongside of that of “bonding” to understand how situated social actors overcome differences and move towards integration. Correspondently, resources fostering integration are conveniently identified as “bridging capital”.

As with all other chapters in this collection, KOHLBACHER’s approach is not blind to diversity, but is sensitive to the varied experiences of contact revealed by the study. Experiences of contact, from the point of view of the refugees, depend on class, gender,
In general however, only a minority of refugees reported experiences of being rejected. Koibacher correctly suggests that this may be the outcome of the comparatively negative mood in the refugees’ countries of origin and of its contrast to the “Welcome Culture”, that is, the general empathetic mood in Austria towards the plight and the predicament of the refugees during the so-called “Summer of Migration” arguably dominating until the end of 2015. Readers must have in mind that the general conflictual contexts in the countries of origin did not efface completely solidarity networks there, and that the positive mood in Europe was short-lived. This assessment reflects thus the moment of data collection and the European context, but nonetheless stands as an important reminder of a distinctive moment in Austrian and global contemporary history¹. Besides, I suggest that this also reflects refugees’ engagement with researchers, which always entails a certain level of speaking what interviewees judge researchers want to hear, and in this particular case possibly strategies to maximise social capital, as I will develop later in this introduction. While some may judge this as a limitation of this particular research, I maintain that all social research entails such structural limitation, and that the research we present here treated it in terms of an actors’ positionality, and sought to further address it as qualitative data to understand the structure of the contact itself. That is, social actors and researchers are always positioned, and social research, rather than trying to overcome this positionality, must instead address it as productive of knowledge. As Hans-Georg Gadamersays, as a matter of “fusion of horizons” that goes beyond the naïve classical hermeneutical assumption that interpretation depends on the interpreter fully dislocating their cognition to that of interpreted or to neutral, supposedly ontological, a-historical, a-cultural, ground (Gadamers, 2004). In fact, Koibacher argues that the knowledge produced by this study contributes to the overall knowledge on integration exactly because the bulk of research on the theme so far in Europe has focused on the hosts’ perspective, while little attention has actually been paid to that of migrants and even less so refugees.

3 Encounters en Route

In Being en Route, in Transit or Protracted, Denise Tan focuses her analysis on a relatively neglected topic in refugee studies. Bringing the concept of “transit migration” (Duvell et al., 2014) from migration into refugee studies, she stresses the importance of understanding the flight not as a linear process, but emphasising instead how routes and plans – and I would add, perspectives – are shaped while en route (Wissink et al., 2013). To achieve this goal, Tan combines an analysis of the ROR-n pilot plan research with her own first-hand material about the situation of Syrian, Afghan and Iraqi refugees in Izmir, Turkey.

¹ For more on this, read Monika Mokre’s post at ROR-n’s blog (Mokre, 09/05/2016).
Already in the 1990s, network-mediated migration scholars challenged the sending-receiving assumption by stressing the existence of multiple destinations (Brettel and Hollifield 2015, p. 159). Yet, the network approach does not account for all experiences of (forced) migration, and in the cases where networks are vital, they still may not account for the whole process. For example, according to Tan (and as seen with Mokre) several of the interviews analysed describe refugees arriving in Austria without even knowing which country they were in. Furthermore, what about refugees who do not have yet such established networks? How do these networks get established in first place? What about those who lack the resources to access such networks? Furthermore, by focusing only on movement, one effaces that which does not move (or at least does not move all the way). What about those who do not manage to move, such as internally displaced persons (IDPs), or those who plan to arrive at a destination and end up in another? After all, despite the uproar, Syrian, Iraqi and Afghan refugees in Europe are just a fraction of the total number of refugees from these countries, the overwhelming majority remain in the Middle East (Schiochét 2016; 2017a). Besides, according to Tan, broad comparisons and first-hand ethnographic accounts of people en route are still rare. She approaches these questions by investigating refugees in Turkey in comparison to those in Austria, granted that Europe was the goal destination of at least 35% of them.

Perhaps the first challenge in operationalising the term “transit migration” is to define who is in transit. There is a thin line separating transit migrants, labour migrants, asylum seekers, and forced migrants, as migrant flows in general are often complex and heterogeneous and more than one label may apply to the same subject. Protracted refuge is emblematic of this complexity and liminality (Chatty, 2010). For example, should Palestinian refugees in Lebanon, some of whom have been living there for over 60 years without citizenship and general human rights, wishing to but prevented from returning to their villages of origin in what today is Israel (Schiochét, 2014), be considered transit migrants? Even labelling a specific type of migration or migrants as in transit, or en route, entails having another type which is by definition not in transit. The concept may also emphasise mobility over immobility, as routes, rather than subjects’ experiences, are the main object of the concept. Another possibility would be to consider all migration as being en route, where routes are symbolic migrant topologies expressing broad worldviews and motivations. Nevertheless, this is not the path explored by Tan in this volume.

According to her perspective, definitions focusing on intentions obscure the dynamics of the process, as both structural and individual factors shape migration routes. Acknowledging the importance of distinguishing between different empirical social phenomena, Tan proceeds by carefully but loosely defining transit migration, as it is common in the literature (Duvell et al., 2014). Within the EU, the concept has been usually used in the context of illegal border crossing. Those forced migrants interviewed for the pilot study come from war-torn areas of Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq, arriving in Austria in 2013, 2014 or 2015. Turkey played a key role for a large majority
of them during the flight to Europe. Furthermore, many Iraqis and Syrians moved to Lebanon or the Gulf before reaching Turkey or directly Austria, and many Afghans lived in Pakistan or Iran prior to reaching Turkey or Austria. One does not need to define a transit period as opposed to one of permanence to define different transit phases within a given trajectory, especially if these phases stem from the migrant’s own perspective. In this sense, Tan heuristically divides the flight in three phases, according to the refugees’ own experiences. The first is “leaving home”, the second is “arrival and stay in Turkey”, and the third is traveling to a third destination. She states that among the interviews she analysed and her first-hand interviewees in Turkey, the transit period from the refugees’ countries of origin to Turkey or Austria varied from a few days to up to nine months.

Both Tan’s perspective and the alternative I suggest have advantages and limitations, and both relativise the usefulness of the concept of integration, as host states and their citizens are not necessarily perennial entities either from the point of view of the refugees, or from an external standpoint to both refugees and host states. The concept of encounter, in turn, is flexible enough to account for the multiplicity of routes, plans and motivations, and the often-transient character of migration, especially within the EU. Furthermore, it can be mobilised together with integration, whenever integration is used not to account for the broad diagnosis of a given situation, but to limitedly express, for example, policy efforts of host nation-states and how refugees and citizens relate to them.

4 Displacement and Violence: from Political Context to Everyday Life

People do not flee countries only to save their own lives. Inasmuch as this affirmation seems trivial, forced migration studies have overwhelmingly focused on political persecution and personal life threats as reasons for flight. This is Gabriele Rasuly-Paleczek main argument in this volume’s Many Reasons for Leaving Afghanistan: Social Obligations in Times of Protracted Violence. According to her, reasons for flight are often complex and do not boil down to a single factor. As the ROR-n pilot study demonstrated, this is the case at least among Afghans who have recently fled to Austria for personal motives, like escaping from forced marriage or family vendetta, or to honor social obligations, like to give their children a better life. I suggest that forced migration studies is intrinsically tied to juridical definitions of categories such as “refugee” and “asylum seeker” developed to shape policy, and this is among the main reasons for the scholarly focus on persecution.

Conjectures aside, Rasuly-Paleczek’s point is well-supported by the pilot study’s empirical data and, as she suggests, it is imperative to rethink the way scholars approach the subject. Yet, this must not be seen as weakening refugee policy, as her chapter also
demonstrates how personal reasons and social obligations intersect structural vulnerability and, in the case of Afghans (as in the case of Palestinians, Iraqis and Syrians), generalized protracted violence. Putting humanitarian expectations aside, this is equivalent to say that, at least from the point of view of vulnerable Afghans, personal reasons and social obligations often motivate flight at least as much as fear of persecution. Or, following the thread of my argument about humanitarian reason, while humanitarianism values are constructed around the ultimate value of human life, asylum seekers not always put their own lives above the lives of others, above social norms, and above personal drives, which in turn should not be an argument to refuse asylum but only to understand flight in greater depth.

Following Larry Goodson (2001), Rasuly-Paleczek characterizes Afghanistan as defined by a “Kalashnikov culture”, in which many decades of protracted displacement and dispossession, allied to the dissolution traditional of forms of livelihood, eroded the social tissue and overstretched social networks’ coping strategies, normalizing violence. Hence, according to Rasuly-Paleczek, reasons for flight generally relate to generalized insecurity and the lack of economic means. Yet, the tipping point is often a personal reason, like a conflict with one’s the mother-in-law or to avoid forced marriage.

However, it is important to notice that highlighting the importance of social norms is not the same as to say that subjects are completely determined by these norms, only that these norms are pervasive and shape people’s engagement with the world and their forms of expression. That is, to borrow from Lacanian psychoanalysis (Lacan, 1949), while one may express that the ultimate reason for flight was to escape a forced marriage, this must be taken as a token of the imaginary realm of the subject – the subjective or mythic world created by the subject’s psyche, or the background story in which the realm of the symbolic unfolds to cope with reality - rather than necessarily as face-value. Fleeing forced marriage, for example, is actually fleeing from a social norm, rather than simply to comply with it. The point is rather that people feel bound to these social norms and have to deal with them, in one way or another, as much in practice as in discourse.

Thus, one especially useful way to develop the implications of Rasuly-Paleczek’s well-argued need to reconsider reasons for flight is to contemplate all sorts of motivations as embedded in the idiom of social norms, and not as concurrent sorts of motivations (i.e. personal vs social norms vs fear of persecution). Conversely, social norms themselves are also shaped and influenced by structural violence. So, while persecution in the context of a Kalashnikov culture is structurally influencing people’s motivations for flight, these motivations are often expressed in ways that directly relate to one’s particular life context, rather than expressed solely or mainly in the idiom of collective violence, which in turn corresponds to humanitarian expectations.

Moreover, while it is generally accepted that violent conflict in the global South remains the main driving force behind forced displacement, it is less acknowledged that its impacts, especially when it comes to protracted refuge, are pervasively felt beyond
the duration of such conflicts and in the world at large. Andreas Hackl’s *The Many Faces of Displacement: Pervasive Violence and the Dissolution of a Livable Life in Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan* departs from this perspective, familiar to postcolonial (Said 1985; Fanon 1965, 1986; Mbembe 2001; Mamdani 1996; Wallerstein 2004), subaltern (Guha, 1997; Chakrabarty, 2000; Spivak 1999) and decolonial studies (Mignolo 2000; Quijano 2007), to analyse “intersecting push-factors” provoking flight and consequently displacement. He focuses on Iraq, occasionally offering insights from the Syrian and Afghan cases.

To Hackl, as to Rasuly-Paleczek, motivations for flight cannot be simplified and isolated, and violence – and consequently displacement – cannot be disconnected from poverty and poor institutional development. As I develop elsewhere vis-à-vis the Palestinian and Lebanese cases, just a few years of war is able to undo decades or even centuries of social behaviour and institutional development. It consumes the very fabric of social relations by pervasively instilling suspicion and corroding trust inside and outside a given society. As trust becomes a rare commodity, subjects tend to turn increasingly inward, polarising groups against each other and the outer context (Schiocchet 2014b). Against this background, Hackl concludes that violence and persecution are just part of what pushes people into exile, for they provoke state failure and engender socio-economic challenges that also act as push-factors. This is not the same as to say that institutional failure is the cause of all problems in a given country, as some of the most radical examples of the failed state/weak state perspective would suggest (Call, 2008; Nay, 2013); firstly, because international military intervention, war, and the postcolonial context of the world are more than just an institutional problem and secondly, because often no potential factor alone is the origin of violence. Yet, institutional failure, and the many other consequences of international military intervention, war and the postcolonial context of the world do tend to significantly increase violence. Hackl’s chapter illustrates that the decision to flee has multiple interrelated motivations, often with consequences for large familial units, rather than just to the fleeing individual. In doing so, it argues that the process of displacement is multi-layered and complex, emphasising that much of the so-called “refugee crisis” takes place not in Europe, but in the Middle East. Yet, it is important to note as I do elsewhere, that while most of the refugee crisis is indeed felt in the global South and in the Middle East in particular, it does exist in Europe mainly as a crisis of identity, representation and policy not brought about the refugees themselves, but made hyper-visible by their presence (Schiocchet, 2016).

Hackl reminds us that Iraq is an iconic case of the scenario he describes. Violence there fits conforms to the statistic of 90% of civil wars starting in countries that have had war in the last 30 years. As the state becomes fragile, it loses its territorial grip and popular support. As a result, Iraq is the state with most internally displaced persons (IDPs) worldwide, rivalling even Syria. Dispossessed, and forced to join local militias, many are pushed to leave their homes and ultimately their country. Amidst the abundance of militias and para-military groups, refugees are pushed by forces emanating often from their very nation, religion, and ethnic group, which must lead experts to think of
forced migration beyond simple ethnic, national, or religious persecution. As Ussama Makdisi brilliantly illustrates, even sectarianism is often a consequence of violence, rather than simply its cause (2000). As the Middle East case clearly proves, violence and sectarianism have often reinforced each other (Makdisi 2000; Jabbar & Dawod 2004). In such a bleak context and as Hackl explains, even in the absence of a directly targeted threat, chronic fear, leads to generalised suspicion and is one of the main causes of flight, and the refugees’ very decision to leave is already representative of both the choices they have and those they make. Yet, nation-states and many of their citizens increasingly engage refugees through a security perspective instead (their own security, that is), pressuring the legal status of refugees to be given to an ever-smaller number of asylum seekers.

Moreover, Hackl demonstrates how political and domestic violence are tied to each other. Violent conflict also challenges collective moral and ideological standards, causing violence engendered in the public realm to move into the private realm, disrupting family bonds in the process. The examples he analysed highlight the “articulated vulnerability” of women in face of political violence and displacement. Likewise, in Journey to Europe: Memory and the Path to Tomorrow, Noura Kamal highlights the expediency of a gender perspective about refugees. She analysed a small sample of Syrian interviews from the ROR-n study presented here, half of them with men and the other half with women. She found significant differences in the way men and women remember and represent the conflict and flight, and different gendered dispositions regarding life in exile. While a gender perspective on refugee processes is critical, working on small samples always involves the risk of turning critique into stereotyping. Aware of this danger, Kamal is reticent to ascribe different behaviours to men and women, but still finds value in exposing the visible differences she found without attributing much normativity to her analysis. Above all, she acknowledges that individual variation may partially account for some of the differences she found, but gender seems to be indeed an imperative variable.

According to Kamal, simply mentioning and describing how refugees were able to cross borders to reach Austria or any other destination cannot possibly account for the depth of the refugee’s experiences. Instead, looking at memory through narratives can shed light on critical concealed aspects of their lives, including how different subjects confront the challenges they face. Yet, engaging with Kleinman & Kleinman, she understands that, in the hands of the media and the humanitarian apparatus, “trauma stories” can become symbolic capital, or “currency” for “physical resources” and to “achieve the status of refugees” (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997, p. 10). This causes double suffering: first when refugees experience the events leading to the trauma, and second when their trauma is transformed into a victimisation narrative that effaces their own subjectivity and decontextualizes their pain. Consistent with Kamal’s argument, it could be argued that women suffer three times, the third relating to “the burden they carry on their shoulders just because they are women”. Thus, scholars dealing with trauma should be cautious when reappropriating refugee narratives – women’s in particular.
Seeking to avoid this danger, Kamal’s chapter fits well within the tradition of “narrative ethnography”, championed by Lila Abu-Lughod and created as a reaction to what this author saw as excessive “ethnographic typification”. This ethnographic tradition prescribed maximal richly detailed particularistic accounts, avoiding comparison (Lindholm, 1995), which “challenge the capacity of anthropological generalizations to render the lives, theirs or others, adequately” (Abu-Lughod, 2008).

The most striking gendered difference Kamal found among the interviews was the fact that men’s narratives of war and exile tend to portray themselves as engaged social actors as opposed to women, whereas women’s narratives tend to portray men, women and often even children as active social actors. However, both men’s and women’s narratives show that women did play active roles and participate in decision-making before and during the war in Syria, as well as during their flight and in exile. She carefully attributes these different narratives to power relations assumed in gender roles in the Arab Middle East, as men are expected to be family providers and act as family leader, even if domestic decisions involve women’s input. The rich descriptions Kamal presents seem to indicate that although both men and women are political subjects, politics itself is defined as a male realm, marginalising the role of women’s agency in the public sphere. In practice, this was often reflected in the interviews by men being apparently more eager to please host state representatives and interviewers than the women, who, according to Kamal, seemed to be less engaged in trying to maximise their gains. All these elements constituting the gender role-set at play in this context point to a gendered grammar, according to which men tend to narrate in the first-person singular, while women tend to narrate in the first-person plural. This grammar can be a powerful tool through which scholars, policymakers and case workers can analyse Syrian refugee discourses.

Taken together, both Hackl’s and Kamal’s contributions reinforce that, in trying to define refugeeness as an object of study, academicians have simplified the experience of displacement thereby creating what Liisa Malkki calls the “generic refugee” (Malkki 1992, p. 33; 1996, p. 389), a category removed from the empirical reality and serving policy objectives that rather than just explaining the phenomenon it tries to inscribe, becomes a “technology of power” governing the lives of refugees (Malkki, 1985, p. 51; 1995). Furthermore, Hackl states that while scholarship on migration and refugees usually sees migrants as representing mobility and refugees as immobility, the interviews he analysed show that these two elements intersect, as entrapment leads to “forced mobility”. While I am reticent to agree that refugees are usually perceived through immobility, since the focus today is on refugees in Europe and on how to restrain their supposed hyper-mobility, further development of the concept of “forced mobility” is promising. Such development would take “forced mobility” away from being simply a broad label to different sorts of legal and heuristic types of forced migration and apply the concept to the refugee experience of immobility instead, regardless of actual physical mobility. This is because the refugees’ experience of flight and refuge – more so than their actual physical mobility – shapes their attitude toward the world at large, and
countries of origin, social belonging, host states and integration policies in particular. While empirical and symbolic dimensions of violence and displacement are inherently intertwined, the dominance of mobility studies has often overemphasised the former over the latter.

As Hackl suggests, long-term research is necessary to better understand the relationship between experiences of displacement and legal and political representations of displacement within international regimes and nation-state policies. By the same token, it is necessary to “bring refugee studies home, into the context in which displacement emerges”. Yet, I would add, the challenge ahead evokes not only more research or research elsewhere, but a complete qualitative change of perspective to include the refugee voices, plural as they are, within the realms of policy and research alike. In fact, according to Fiddian-Qasmiyeh et al (2014, pp. 16-17), this is likely one of the most important tendencies leading to future ground-breaking research on refugees. Along with this perspective change, as countries in the global North increasingly refuse to receive refugees, it becomes evident that durable solutions for refugee crises are inherently political, rather than “just” humanitarian. It is first and foremost conflict and violence that must be resolved. Protracted refugee experience such as that experienced by the Iraqi, but also the Palestinian, the Syrian, and several other cases, are the most dramatic demonstration of this argument. In this sense, while the concept of integration circumscribes solutions to refugee crises within the realm of host nation-state policies, the encounter looks at the broad landscape seeking more profound connections and answers.

Overall, a context greatly affected by war and violence instils trauma, and refugees coming from such places need not only psychological care, but also time to adapt to a new environment that demands different values, behaviours, social norms, and even etiquette. In this sense, they cannot be expected to readily “integrate”. Some integrate well, despite the difficulties they face, but this cannot be required or expected of all refugees. For this reason, while Hackl, like Tan, is right that the differentiation between migration and forced migration is in many cases arbitrary, it is important to note that it is the forced migration category that engulfs the other, and not the other way around. In other words, the maintenance of categories such as “forced migration” and “refugee”, encompassing an understanding of trauma and precariousness and the procedures they require, is paramount. What runs the risk of losing some of its significance instead is the category “migrant” as it connotes only mobility and not displacement. Awareness of this fact is not obvious, since this assimilation does not follow the same patterns of the merging of the fields of refugee and migration studies, given that insights in both fields have been equally important to one another. This reality, however, does have consequences for understanding not only integration, but also tutelage. While the realisation that the legal category of “refugee” justifies some level of tutelage by host states, it also rules out integration as a precondition for refugee or asylum seeker

---

2 As emphasised in debates on globalization, but also as exemplified, for instance, by the journal Transfers: Interdisciplinary Journal of Mobility Studies or in Faist (2013).
permanence in this state. Rather, if the nature of refugeeness (and not simply migration or mobility) is what is putting in motion a tutelary regime into motion, host countries need to be ready to offer the proper social tools to empower refugees to deal with their trauma and to integrate them within their new social context. By the same token, if integration is the desired result of refugee policies, then participative refugee policies should be not only a goal, but a means to achieve this end.

5 On Humanity and Agency

In her chapter in this volume, Sabine Bauer notes that agency is broadly understood as choice, and that the denial of choice is that which has been often characterising forced migration as opposed to other forms of migration. Consequently, she notes, scholarship on the topic has too often ignored individual decision-making while refugee aid institutions and case workers have too often ignored diversity at large. But do refugees in fact completely lack agency? If not, how do they reclaim agency that is being denied to them? How do they express their voices, stories, fears and dreams? Her chapter questions if all refugees fit the stereotypical imagery propagated by the media, as completely helpless and miserable. She assesses that while millions of refugees are indeed in such a situation, they do not always fit this stereotype, and among them, many of the refugees arriving in Austria in the summer of 2015.

According to Bauer, the humanitarian apparatus constructs these representations as “mechanisms of victimisation” depriving refugees of agency by creating “suffering objects” completely dependent on their action. However, regardless of their situation, many refugees resist this stereotype, and even though they are victims of persecution, violence and more, they prefer to be recognised as active agents of their own lives. This does not mean that they do not need help, but that they want to be treated as subjects, rather than merely as passive objects. They want to communicate their situation, be heard, and be part of the solution, rather than simply accept what is decided for them top-down. As Bauer states, a vital part of this solution is to reclaim their own agency and personhood, rather than being treated as generic refugees. Focusing on four interviews from the research’s sample – all Syrians – she aims to present how they cope with such narratives of victimisation and reclaim agency. Her argumentation weaves well through the discussion on tutelage I have been presenting, for tutelage, both by the international refugee agency and by host nation states, has often hampered refugee agency and ultimately thus, integration, as I will present in what follows.

Bauer argues that by writing out class differences, those inscribing subjects within the “naked refugeeeness” narrative seek to mobilise public support. Developing Bauer’s thought, to class here we must add all other kinds of cleavages, be they ethnic, religious, national, etc. Despite these often good intentions, however, refugees themselves are often
not heard. Other authors in this volume point to this same issue, which has been noted before by other anthropologists working on refugees or humanitarianism, as I will develop later in this introduction. To remain on topic now, what must be understood is that despite the good intentions, the asymmetry between refugees and their hosts and caretakers are still embedded in power relations not always fully acknowledged, as Michel Foucault (1980), Talal Asad (1993), and Edward Said (1985) masterfully contended at a more general level. According to Bauer, what the stereotypical image of refugees highlights above all is “unbearable hopelessness and poverty”, which is conveyed especially through the image of women, children, and the elderly, as dispossessed of agency. Therefore, this representation acts as a mechanism of “gerontation”, “genderisation”, and most recently, also “racialisation” of refugees. Bauer does not state it overtly, but one could reflect that in the humanitarian imagination, men are often not suitable for this purpose because the common sense often associates them with the agency leading to the others’ predicament. Or, in Mayanthi Fernando’s words, this imagery depends on the principle of “white men saving brown women” (2014) to succeed. The point here is that, as Foucault, Said, and especially Asad would argue, this imagery caters equally to, for example, to Black Americans, but it belongs to a European “tradition” of thought (Asad, 1986) presented as universal (Fernando, 2014). As Bauer suggests, according to this scheme, agency, and consequently power, are ascribed to the “rescuing” side, never to the “rescued”. By the same token, the “problem of the refugees” is always perceived as emanating from the global South, and never contextualised within the post-colonial situation of the contemporary world, or of international geopolitics and especially Western intervention.

According to Bauer, this imagery of “naked refugeeeness” – likely inspired by Giorgio Agamben (1998, 2005) – dehumanises refugees, turning them into “suffering objects”. However, this is also part of the mechanism generating the rhetoric of the “generic refugee”, as discussed by Liisa Malkki (1992, 1995, 1996). Thus, I offer an alternative perspective: this mechanism aptly described by Bauer creates a generic humanity as object of the humanitarian intervention, thereby effacing context (or as Bauer says, “temporality”, entailing both history and the ability to shape the future) and personhood, and thus politics. Hence, it is mainly depolitisation (a mechanism also acknowledged by Bauer) that leads to the effacement of the refugees’ personhood and agency. Ironically, by often being portrayed as the cause of displacement, men are frequently denied this status of generic refugees and generic humanity. Instead, they are frequently treated as over-politicization, as agents of a politics frequently at odds with their own perspective, and are thus this way also denied agency. Concomitantly however, Bauer is right that in assessing who is a refugee or not, and in denying the status to some based on the assessment of which countries are deemed “safe” or not, the humanitarian intervention also “nationalises” the refugees. It is thus more precisely the tension between generic humanity and nationality that drives the humanitarian intervention. In this sense, Bauer’s concept of “the suffering object” underlined above is still very useful, only I suggest that it is depolitisation, inherent to the generic humanity, that
which leads to the refugees becoming “suffering objects”. Dehumanisation instead, via nationalisation and over-politicization, often prevents subjects from being considered refugees in first place.

Themes such as feelings, loss, and pain, traditionally left out of anthropology before the 1970s, have become fertile ground in anthropology today, and particularly in Middle East and Palestine anthropology. In this sense, engaging Truillot’s *Anthropology and the Savage Slot* (2003) Joel Robbins’ *Beyond the Suffering Subject* suggests a pivotal shift from an “anthropology of the savage” to one of the “suffering subject” (2013). More than being absorbed into the traditional psychological anthropology field, a whole new area, what has been called the “anthropology of suffering” (see Fassin 2013, 2012; Robbins 2013; Feldman & Ticktin 2010; Das 2007), is accommodating these topics. The current emphasis on political, religious, ethnic, and gender minorities reflects the contemporary world’s ubiquitous political expression of civic contestation. Both Truillot and Robbins cite humanitarian thought and intervention as one of the main recent societal changes affecting anthropology, making a “humanity united in its shared vulnerability to suffering” its main focus of research (Robbins, 2013, p. 450). Not surprisingly then, the suffering subject to Robbins is those who are “living in pain, in poverty, or under conditions of violence or oppression” (idem, p. 448). One must acknowledge that while anthropology has been thoroughly affected by the contemporary idea of humanity, it also deeply influenced the idea itself. However, where the humanitarian intervention takes it as face value, contemporary anthropology mostly seeks understand this generic humanity through its inherent diversity and contextual politics. Bauer’s insightful chapter, as with others in this collection, serves as an example of how this effort may be fruitful beyond the realm of scholarship.

As we have established, the tension between ideals of humanity on one side, and the reality of peoples’ social group (be it ethnic, religious, national, or of another kind) and personhood on the other is constitutive of discourses on refugees. Moreover, as Bauer reminds us, it is also constitutive of refugee experiences themselves. Refugees must navigate this contradiction in their daily lives, including when they address caseworkers, host states, journalists, and researchers. This can lead to what she calls “strategic essentialism”, when refugees accept mainstream discourse on refugeeness developed above to express themselves and reclaim agency to further their own objectives, which more often than not includes access to aid. In other words, they often accept and express disempowerment as a means to empowerment. As the term “strategy” evokes conscious choice, I suggest developing Bauer’s excellent insight even further. As any other subject, refugees navigate their predicament and their lives in general through not only conscious choice, pragmatic decision-making, and practical reason. As Bauer also reminds us, agency is closely linked to performance, agency as not only a consequence of subject’s conscious choices, but also of subject’s embodied dispositions, affects and sensibilities, all of which are enmeshed with subject’s actions. Hence, I suggest that the term “contextual essentialism” may reflect a more comprehensive understanding of what drives motivating refugees’ agency, as it does not evoke discerning practical
reason from feelings, dispositions, and sensibilities, emanating from cultural, sociohistorical and political contexts.

Yet, Bauer also presents the case of a Syrian man, both refugee and activist, who felt disempowered in Austria, and “asked not to be treated like a child”. Individuals such as him are far much more common than the humanitarian imagery would make believe, and cases like his expose flaws within the humanitarian imagination, reinforced by generic refugee imagery. Without context, will, or agency, the imagery of the generic refugee justifies a politics of tutelage.

6 National-Humanitarian Order and Tutelage

This edited volume offers intimate stories on the disrupted lives of Syrians, Iraqis, and Afghans both prior to deadly conflicts in the region and in exile. It also presents interpretations of sets of in-depth interviews, contributing to several topics in migration and forced migration studies. This qualitative examination is better understood in relation to the supportive quantitative analysis germane to this research. In this introductory chapter, I have proposed the concept of encounter as a more comprehensive academic frame for understanding the meeting between the refugees and Austria and the Austrians at large, reserving the term integration only to more policy-oriented interventions. Finally, I have also suggested that, taken together, the contributions in this volume address the imperative topic of the dynamics between encounter and tutelage, which is essential to uncover power relations shaping the social situation analysed and the consequent integration policies.

Another promising model scholars have recently mobilised that could flesh out power relations involved in the humanitarian intervention is Marcel Mauss’ concept of “gift economy” (1990). However outstanding when applied to a variety of social situations, this model has few serious limitations when applied to the understanding of humanitarian intervention on refugees. The gift economy is characterised by three phases: giving, receiving and reciprocation. As opposed to the capitalist logic, giving is preferable to receiving, and accumulating is perceived as hoarding, leading to catastrophic social results. Since the act of giving must be reciprocated with a gift perceived as at least as valuable as the one received, during the time between giving and receiving reciprocation, the giver’s moral status, and thus social standing, is elevated, generating or deepening hierarchy. This power relation cannot be simply avoided, since, much like a birthday present, the gift in this type of economy cannot be refused, for that would mean a refusal of the relationship expressed through the gift. In this economy, the same gifts circulate season after season, jumping from individual to individual. Each of these gifts is said to have a “spirit” (hau, in Kilivila). The longer a gift is in circulation, the higher status its spirit acquires. Thus, this type of “moral economy” presupposes a circuit that connects different parts of a society (or different societies)
through reciprocity. The whole scheme can only happen because subjects alternate their roles in this system (Mauss, 1990).

Some applied this concept more directly to the humanitarian intervention (Hamid, 2012; Jolliffe, 2016), and some more critically (Fassin, 2012), and few emphasise power relations. While power was not the main highlight of Mauss’ famous essay, it was certainly accounted for in his model, and most of the scholarship emerging out of this essay, in one way or another, was interested in power relations (see, for example, Levi-Strauss 1969; Dumont, 1980; Strathern, 1988; Lanna, 2007; and the journal *La revue du Mauss*, standing for *Mouvement anti-utilitariste dans les sciences sociales*, or Anti-Utilitarian Movement in the Social Sciences).

More importantly, I understand the gift economy described by Mauss as essentially different than the relationships established through humanitarian intervention particularly because reciprocity is severely limited or altered in humanitarian intervention (defined here as prompted either by the UN, international NGO’s, or state actors - both hosts and donors). First, in the cases where the receiver of the gift directly reciprocates, reciprocation is not reciprocated in kind, given the social asymmetry between the parties; that is, while refugees may in rare but significant cases become donors, the humanitarian apparatus is not the same as refugees, and refugee aid is never intended to be reciprocated in kind. In fact, it is the acknowledged asymmetry between the parts that prompts the humanitarian apparatus to “give” in first place, the wellbeing of refugees in principle being that which brings symmetry (social justice) into the system. Second, reciprocation it is usually thought of as redirected to a third subject besides humanitarian intervention and the refugee who receives aid, following the moto “we help you so you can help others”). In both cases, as Barbara Harrell-Bond correctly states (1986, 2002, 2005), the system creates eternal givers and eternal receivers, as opposed to fostering the generalised exchange and alternate social roles characteristic of the gift economy model. In sum, the principle of this system resembles that of charity, and charity and the gift economy are far from being the same. As Fassin richly states:

“It is not the condescension on the part of the persons giving aid or the intention of their act of assistance that are at stake, but the very conditions of the social relation between the two parties, which, whatever the goodwill of the agents, make compassion a moral sentiment with no possible reciprocity. It can of course be pointed out that the apparently disinterested gift assumes a counter gift in the form of an obligation linking the receiver to the benefactor – for example, the obligation on the receivers sometimes to tell their story, frequently to mend their ways, and always to show their gratitude. But it is clear that in these conditions the exchange remains profoundly unequal. And what is more, those at the receiving end of humanitarian attention know quite well that they are expected to show the humility of the beholden rather than express demands for rights.” (Fassin, 2012, pp. 3, 4).

What is at stake here is both the principles of humanitarian intervention and the power relations they convey, what we understand as human, humanity and humane,
how we organise society around it. As I argued throughout this chapter, the relationship between the two can be in fact surprisingly contradictory. Tutelage, as opposed to the gift economy, lays bare relations of power constitutive of this social situation. Tutelage is what Malkki (1985, p. 51, 1995) and Foucault (1980) combined would call a technology of *biopower*, meaning power over life, through which power is exerted asymmetrically across the system of forces at play. Tutelary regimes legitimise the dependency of protectorates, children, indigenous groups, national minorities, refugees, and other subjects perceived as not apt for deciding for themselves. In denying agency and full political participation and autonomy, tutelage objectifies³ and depoliticises, much like Agamben claims the state of exception does (1998, 2005).

As this volume shows, humanitarianism has its own vernacular politics, which is mobilised not only by the United Nations refugee agency, but also by NGOs, nation-states, the media, and the refugees themselves. Anthropologists working on refugees or on humanitarianism, such as Michel Agier (2008, 2012), Ilana Feldman (2010), and Didier Fassin (2012) have already pointed to the structure of the humanitarian discourse and apparatus. The principles and mechanisms of humanitarian aid depend on accepting nation-state sovereignty above all. This, in turn, means that international treaties and “laws” relating to refugees, such as the Geneva Convention and its protocols, not only depend on each state’s own agreement and interpretation, but also is contextually subject to nation-state rule in practice. That is, the application of such principles is left to each state’s own devices. Institutions such as the United Nations (via UNHCR, UNRWA, and others) can only suggest resolutions on how to treat refugees, but not enforce them in practice. Accountability and enforcement mechanisms are usually limited to international sanctions, when these are actually put into practice. The decision always lies with the General Assembly, which is in itself composed of UN member states, voting according to their own interests. Humanitarian intervention is thus complementary to nation-state sovereignty, rather than opposite forces. As refugees by definition do not fit into any nation-state, they need to be governed by a force external to the nation-state order of the world that, in doing so, reinforces nation-state sovereignty. Tutelage, thus, embodies the power relations at play between refugees on one side and the national-humanitarian order of the world on the other.

At the base of this national sovereignty and international humanitarian intervention covenant lies the main principle behind humanitarianism: being apolitical. While this principle is most often naturalised as the beyond criticism, it has its limitations. Most importantly, most refugees perceive that the solution for their situation is not simply bed and board or to be taken (or not) to one or another country. The solution, for most, is

---
³ It must be noted that subjects are occasionally presented by the humanitarian intervention as both victims and active agents, like the human rights advocate and Nobel Prize laureate Malala Yousafzai. Such individuals only exist insofar as their own interests are completely aligned with those of their sponsors or when these interests are made look like as if they were. Yet, such individuals are presented as wonders, or as the exception that justify the humanitarian tutelary regime rather than international and national participative policies.
inherently political. As victims of forced migration, refugees were obliged to leave their countries of origin or else suffer persecution and violence. On the one hand, by treating refugees as mere objects of humanitarian policy, they are understood in principle as apolitical. On the other hand, however, refugees are treated by host nation states as a political problem, rather than as humans just like any other citizen. In the national-humanitarian order of the world, thus, refugees are apolitical when they want to be political, and as political when they want to be taken as equal to other humans. This tension tends to frame the experience of refugeeness greatly, and has yet to be widely acknowledged by policymakers, humanitarian agents, and scholars alike.

As Bruno Latour (1993) states, to be modern was a project that entailed, for example, the separation of church and state. This project, however, was never actually fully realised in practice and that does not seem any closer to fruition today than it was decades ago. By the same token, I suggest that humanitarianism is also a project, one entailing the creation of a humanity beyond politics that could never be fully turned into reality, as it is curbed by the whims of the nation-states. Such a project cannot exist but within the relative and contextual space given to it by particular nation-state sovereignties. The result is a general policy of tutelage that conceals political contextualisation and with it the aspirations and lives of the refugees themselves. Supposedly beyond politics, humanitarianism has been often been considered beyond criticism too, and thus needs to be taken in scholarly perspective and understood as an ideology instead, in Louis Dumont’s (1986) sense – that is, not opposed to truth, but as one truth regime among others. Nonetheless, my remarks must not be read as effacing the notable improvement humanitarian intervention has ensured for the lives of refugees, but instead as a testimony to the fact that no matter how outstanding this assistance is, it is only palliative to enduring political solutions. To be more precise, what I have presented so far suggests that it is the tutelary character of humanitarian intervention, legitimised as apolitical, which must be rethought and substituted by a more comprehensive, context-aware, practice; a practice that would take refugees as subjects of their own destinies, and assume the inherently political character of refuge situations, refugee subjects, and humanitarian practice itself.

Regardless of one’s support or disfavour for refugee policies, taking the logic of tutelage fully into consideration highlight the rules of political engagement as inspired by liberal-democratic principles or respect for human dignity and autonomy: states who militarily or politically intervene in other states’ affairs must take responsibility for their actions and receive eventual refugees coming from the intervened states’ territories. This, in turn, must entail an understanding of the possible traumas and difficulties stemming from forced migration. Such refugees then cannot simply be expected to integrate or be deported. States that are not willing to take this responsibility must refrain from international intervention and tutelage in first place. Alternatively, such states should consider refugees as subjects capable of deciding their own fate, and thus develop participative refugee policies, rather than treating refugees as objects of the state’s
political objectives. In principle, this is actually the only alternative that could possibly justify the liberal-democratic principle of respect for human dignity and policies that hold refugees accountable for their own actions.
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